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Why Poetry? 
(from the introduction to The Poetry Reader's Toolkit by Marc Polonsky) 

 

Seriously—why poetry? It's a fair question.  

 

Supposing I told you that poetry is important, not just to a few highbrow writers and 

readers, but important to you, to everyone, to the whole human race. Would you think I 

was exaggerating? 

 

Because that is what I think. I think poetry is just about as essential as air. I believe that 

much of the violence and psychological illness and unease in our society is probably due 

to poetry deprivation.  

 

In fact, bigotry and prejudice, being expressions of narrow-minded, unimaginative 

thinking, may not be curable by reason, but may wither away (I believe) from repeated 

exposure to poetry. Why? Simple. Poetry expands the mind; prejudice and bigotry 

contract it. Once a mind gets a taste of expansion, it resists contraction; it doesn't like to 

think in ways that cruelly limit and circumscribe its possibilities. 

 

Poetry is the language that stretches the mind. Just as yoga and stretching exercises make 

the body more flexible, poetry limbers up the imagination, which is at least as important, 

maybe even more so, than limbering up the body. 

 

But what is poetry?  

 

In one sense, everyone knows the answer to this question. I once watched a football game 

on television with my father and we saw Terry Bradshaw complete four quick passes, 

driving his team sixty yards for the touchdown. "That was poetry," my dad said. 

 

What he meant was that Bradshaw's passing attack was graceful, unpredictable, and 

aesthetically satisfying. He didn't mean that it was literally poetry; he meant that this 

football game had taken on qualities that one normally associates with the poetry that is 

made of words. He was using the term "poetry" metaphorically. He was making a  

comparison.  

 

But my dad was not a poetry reader. He simply had an idea of what poetry is, or what 

poetry should be, as most of us do.  

 

Here are a couple of dictionary definitions: 

 

        "an arrangement of words, especially a rhythmical composition, sometimes rhymed, 

in a style more imaginative than ordinary speech" 

 

        "a composition, in verse, especially one characterized by a highly developed form 

and the use of heightened language and rhythm to express an imaginative interpretation 

of the subject" 
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Another common, informal definition which I've heard from time to time is this: "Prose is 

words in the best order. Poetry is the best words in the best order." Here's what I would 

add: Poetry is words, chosen and arranged in such a way as to inspire the imagination. 

 

But, you say, your imagination is inspired enough. Your senses are open. You love life. 

You interact with people and with nature. Isn't that more important than puzzling out 

peculiar words on a page? 

 

Of course it is, but why make the comparison? The purpose of poetry is not to fill a void 

or to compensate for something else that may be missing. Poetry cannot replace walking 

in the forest, or falling in love, or having stimulating conversations. It's not supposed to. 

 

Nor is poetry there to "improve you as a person," or increase your chances for "success" 

in the world, or even make you more literate. It's just that there is nothing else in the 

world quite like reading a poem. It is an activity as unique and inimitable as listening to 

music. 

 

Poetry, like music, contains rhythms which may affect your mood and your spirit. In fact, 

if you listen to music, chances are you've already had some experience of poetry. Most 

songs contain words, and these words cast little spells as they sing in your mind. Poetry 

does the same thing. Both poetry and music must engage your imagination. Another way  

of looking at it is to say that you must lend your imagination to music, or to poetry, in 

order to derive enjoyment and satisfaction.  

 

In this text, I will occasionally quote poetry that comes from music I like. My favorite 

music, being generally obscure and/or out of date, is probably different from yours. But 

no doubt there is poetry, compelling words which are especially meaningful or pleasing 

to you, in whatever music it is that you enjoy. (If the music you like best contains no  

words, I would still say that it has a "poetic" effect on you if it moves you.) 

 

Just as there are countless musical forms, so too does the term poetry encompass an 

enormous variety of expressions and styles. If you have read a hundred poems in your life 

and you think you know what poetry is, this is like having heard just a hundred songs and 

believing you know what music is. In a sense you do, but only in a very limited  

sense.  

 

Learning to enjoy poetry is as natural as learning to swim. Even children can do it, 

though it takes practice, and the ability can be refined over time. Have you ever noticed 

how children experiment and play with words for fun, much as they play with, and 

within, water? 

 

Some people think they don't understand poetry. This is because poetry has been 

needlessly mystified in our culture, to the point where many people imagine that only 

extraordinarily educated persons with exquisitely developed perceptual powers can truly 

"interpret" it. They imagine that poetry is written by and for an elite group of lofty  
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literary wizards.  

 

Or people think a poem is like a piece of code to be deciphered. And if they fail to "get" 

it, it's because they lack the cleverness required to puzzle out the secret message. 

 

Well. A poem is not a puzzle or a secret code. A poem is not an obscure hieroglyph to be 

"interpreted." A poem, if it works, will speak to you. If does not speak to you, then it 

simply does not work—for you. And that's not your problem. It's a matter of chemistry. 

You won't relate to every song you hear either, nor will you fall in love with every person 

you meet. 

 

It takes time, though, to get to know a poem. You do have to give a poem, and yourself, a 

chance. A poem generally requires more than one exposure—just like a song or a person 

does. Reading a poem is not like reading the newspaper. Here's where many people get 

mixed up. They think: words on a page, read 'em, that's it.  

 

No. A poem requires patience. That is why the first and most essential tool in our toolkit 

is patience. 

 

A poem shouldn't be cryptic or obscure. But it may require a third or fourth or sixth or 

seventh reading before it can unfold, full bloom, in your mind—at which point you might 

be happily surprised. The repeated readings should never feel like a chore, however. In a 

sense, that's actually the only "trick": cultivating the ease and patience—the suspension 

of urgency and anxiety—necessary to really feel and enjoy a poem. 

 

You must suspend or, if possible, banish your impatience about getting on with the next 

thing you have to do. You cannot be in a hurry and read poetry at the same time. 

Honestly. That's like trying to sing opera while doing jumping jacks. It's like trying to 

hear your own heartbeat over the roar of a jet engine. 

 

Wishes 
by Ya-Ka-Nes (Patty L. Harjo) 
 

Over the rainy day mountain 
Past the laughing blue rainbow 
Gliding in the cloudless ivory sky 
The young Happiness bird 
In the freedom of the quiet solitude or 
with a loved-one friend 
Always follow the beauty road 
Gliding in the cloudless ivory sky 
Past the laughing blue rainbow 
Over the rainy day mountain 
Forever in happiness 
Forever in beauty 
Always 
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Exercise: Devising a Question 

 

One good tool for putting together a sense of what a poem might mean for you is to ask a 

question. Sometimes, a good way to approach a poem is to read it once, twice, three 

times, and then see what questions you have. 

 

Concerning the above poem, for example, I have the following question: What is a 

"cloudless ivory sky"? A cloudless sky is normally blue, but ivory is white. So why does 

this poem repeat such a curious phrase? 

 

As I sit with my question, different answers—and further questions—suggest themselves. 

Is this the sky of another planet? Somehow that doesn't feel right to me. Perhaps "ivory 

sky" represents a horizon that is absolutely clear and free of trouble or worry. After all, 

this poem is talking about a "Happiness bird." Then again, maybe "ivory sky" means  

that this sky is shining and smooth like ivory. Maybe "ivory" pertains more to the texture 

of the sky than to its color. Perhaps neither of my "answers" are precisely in line with 

what the author had in mind. Nonetheless they bring me closer to the poem; they are a 

way of gathering the poem's essence into myself. 

 

Read the above poem a few times, and devise one or two questions of your own. Then, 

upon reflection, see if any "answers" present themselves. If not, that's okay too. Perhaps a 

friend or classmate can suggest answers to your questions, and in turn maybe you can 

provide possible answers to hers. 

 

Patience 

 

I know you're busy, so I'll try and keep this short. 

 

A Buddhist monk once said, "The spiritual journey requires a cup of wisdom, a barrel of 

love, and an ocean of patience." This is also true about reading poetry. If you have 

patience the rest will follow. Guaranteed.  

 

Make no mistake. You cannot read poetry like you read a newspaper. You can't even read 

it like you read a novel. You can't even read it the way you would study technical 

information.  

 

William Carlos Williams once called poetry "a machine made out of words." Well, what's 

a machine for? A machine does something, right? Otherwise it is not a machine. And a 

machine is only good if it works.  

 

Some machines need electricity in order to work. These machines will not do anything 

unless they¹re plugged in, or their batteries are charged. Other machines need a human 

operator to turn a crank, or to pedal or push. 
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Poetry needs patience in order to work. Patience is to poetry as electricity is to the 

vacuum cleaner. But what does poetry do when it works? We know what a vacuum 

cleaner does. But if poetry is a machine, then what kind of machine is it? 

 

Poetry is an imagination machine. Good poetry, given patience, lights up your 

imagination in some way. It surprises you, tickles you, gives you a nudge, or even awes 

you. It might reveal a new perspective, dazzle your mind's eye, broaden your inner 

vision. 


